Experimental determination of LSER parameters for a set of 76 diverse pesticides and pharmaceuticals.
Linear solvation energy relationships (LSERs) have more recently been proposed as the method of choice to describe and/or predict the partitioning behavior of neutral organic compounds over a large range of environmental matrices and for a broad variety of compounds in a consistent manner. However, when dealing with more complex, polar compounds with multiple functional groups, it has also been noted that there is a severe lack of substance descriptors quantifying the different intermolecular interactions that these compounds may undergo. In this study, we used a system of eight reversed phase, normal phase, and hydrophilic interaction HPLC systems to determine the substance descriptors for H-bond donor (A) and acceptor (B) interactions and for polarizability and dipolarity (S) for a set of 76 complex compounds containing multiple functional groups, comprising mainly pesticides and some pharmaceuticals. The obtained substance descriptors for most compounds are unique in that values of A, S, and B are high and lie at the very upper end of the numerical range of currently known substance descriptors. The substance descriptors have been cross-compared against literature values of the octanol-water (Kow) and air-water (Kaw) partition coefficients and against a set of heptan-methanol partition coefficients (Khm) experimentally determined with a consistent methodology herein. The comparison confirmed plausibility of the substance descriptors of all except six tested compounds. The newly determined substance descriptors promise to be highly valuable in chemicalfate modeling, allowing, in conjunction with available phase descriptors, for a better representation of partitioning of polar compounds in those models. The results also reveal a systematic deviation of the log Kow values predicted with our substance descriptors from the literature values. The deviation points toward a possible problem when existing LSER equations are applied to polar, multifunctional compounds with high values of A, S, and B. Hence, the substance descriptors determined herein should also be helpful in revisiting the validity of existing LSERs for complex, polar compounds.